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March 28, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Matthew 20:25-28; Colossians 3:24 Twelve Months to Grow: No 
Pecking Order—Service by Andy McDonald 
 
We are on this great 12 Months to Grow journey. Today we come to 
our 8th spiritual practice the spiritual discipline of service. I hope that 
you have been experimenting.  That’s what this year’s journey is about. 
Not every discipline will come naturally.  Some will require more 
discipline and others will be a more natural fit and require less rigor. 
But the idea is to not just hear about each of these, and to have 
increased intellectual understanding, the purpose is to experience them.  
 
Remember these are just means, methods to intentionally give God 
access to our lives that he might transform us more and more into the 
image of his Son, Jesus Christ.   
 
If you’ve missed some of the 12 so far, there are handouts on the 
slatboard by the elevator in the lobby for each discipline.  Or you may 
wish to get the classic book Celebration of Discipline by Richard 
Foster which does a great job of introducing you to each of the 12.  
And parents I highly recommend Habits of a Child’s Heart—Raising 
your Kids with the Spiritual Disciplines a great resource, in fact the 
best I’ve seen, to immunize your child against the risk of Christian 
profession without practice. 
 
Let’s pray: Father, today’s topic is so critical to your way of doing 
things. We are plagued with thoughts just opposite to what you want 
for us.  Open our minds, soften our hearts, and convict us of the joy of 
service, This is our prayer, Amen. 
 
I wish we were less like chickens.  If you take 10 chickens, really just 
any 10 chickens, put them in the chicken coop and throw some scratch 
out on the ground and sit back and watch you will get to observe the 
phenomena of the pecking order. There will be some skirmishes, the 
fluffing of feathers, communication clucks, and in no time at all there 
will become an established pecking order.  Soon it will be clear who is 
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the #1 chicken. And #1 chicken can peck # 2 with no fear of reprisal.  
Of course #2 will peck #3 and rather than pecking back #3 will peck #4 
and this will continue all the way down to poor #10 who gets pecked 
and has no one to peck. 
 
We may think how sad or how dumb.  But go to any conference  where 
participants sit at the same round table and you see the same posturing. 
Who works for the largest company?  Who has the highest position?  
Who makes the most money? Who manages the most employees?   
 
It isn’t surprising that you put twelve guys together from various 
backgrounds and at some point they would start trying to determine the 
pecking order.  Maybe it came up because Jesus took Peter, James and 
John upon the mountain to pray, but regardless of what sparked the 
moment, in Luke 9:46-48 we are told that an argument started among 
the 12 disciples of Jesus as to which of them would be the greatest.  
 
Honestly, who doesn’t want to be the greatest? Think about it.  We 
begin our career and we realize there are lots of dues to pay.  We know 
that starting out we will get dumped on.  We endure being chicken 
number whatever but we imagine that if we pay our dues, and do our 
time, and prove ourselves we can move up the pecking order and come 
to the place we dream of where we are served! 
 
But Jesus whole teaching is about upside down thinking. To end their 
arguing Jesus brought a little child to his side and said to his arguing 
disciples, “Anyone who welcomes a little child like this on my behalf 
welcomes me, and anyone who welcomes me welcomes my Father who 
sent me. Whoever is the least among you is the greatest!” 
 
We don’t believe that! We might intellectually be able to wrap our 
minds around it but we don’t believe it! 
 
Selfishness is the universal human shortcoming that fuels every evil, 
and we are all infected.  We don’t want to be least.  We want to be 
served. 
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I think one of the reasons eating out is so fun is the fact that someone 
serves us, and that feels good.  This week Jeff and I went and 
interviewed a couple of my friends who 6 days a week offer service to 
their customers. Let’s watch: (This is an interview with Monika and 
Missy who serve at Paco’s Restaurant. We talk about the importance of 
attitude as you serve, that customers with a bad attitude can’t be 
allowed to suck you in, how treating customers as people and asking 
grumpy one’s how they are doing can help redeem the situation.  And 
how having regular customers who value the service makes it more fun. 
And if you serve well you can also enjoy those times when you are 
served.  You can see it in our archives in the middle of this message on 
our website www.hospitalchurch.org) 
 
The call of Jesus for us to serve won’t be easy.  Just like a restaurant, if 
we are tuned in that we are here on this planet to serve, we don’t get to 
choose our customers. We serve whomever God sends across our path. 
Obviously there are some differences, this isn’t our means of making a 
living, but rather becoming servers is meant to be part of our lives 24/7. 
Listening to Missy and Monika I learned that we probably will serve 
best in teams rather than individually.  In teams we have someone to 
tag team with in difficult situations.  
 
And I think if we fail to have a servant’s heart we won’t know how to 
let someone serve us either.   
 
It’s a great story. This group of guys had been working together for 
several years. In some ways they had become close in other ways their 
differences pulled them apart. If you had been there to watch them over 
the years you would have seen consistent patterns of behavior.  Their 
personalities affected their group structure.   You’ll know just what I’m 
talking about from some of the groups you’ve worked in. 
 
There was the humorist in the group.  He coped with everything by 
trying to see the humor in the situation. When there was conflict he 
tried to mitigate it with humor. 
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Of course there we’re several in the group who were all about wanting 
to know the plan.  What’s the plan.  No surprises please.  They were 
always wanting to know what was coming. 
 
Then the source of too many arguments among them were the ones 
who were all about being right.  They hesitated to move in any 
direction unless they had the facts and were able to be pretty sure, at 
least in their minds, that the choice was right. 
 
The risk takers made all the non-risk takers nervous. 
 
Those who hated conflict and really just wanted the group to be happy 
and open and for relationships to build couldn’t understand what all the 
fuss was about plans, and being right, and jumping into risky stuff. 
 
Some were optimistic, sure everything would work out, others 
pessimistic sure the sky was falling. 
 
But even with the great variety they had one thing in common—
Selfishness that universal shortcoming that fuels every evil. 
They’ve jockeyed for their place in the pecking order, and this motley 
crew is getting together for a special meal together. 
 
When they arrive they sort of rush in to find their seat at the table, even 
the seating order is important in establishing their ranking in the 
pecking order. 
 
But in the rush to be important, the rush to grab their place, they had 
failed to get someone to be there to serve them. In fact the first 
“service” of the evening would have been to have the servant wash 
their feet.   They all knew someone needed to wash the other’s feet, but 
none of them was about to do this task reserved for the “least” in their 
culture. No one says a word. No one wants to be least. 
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For over 3 years Jesus had been trying to teach servanthood.  He had 
lived it, modeled it, taught it but they hadn’t gotten it.   So Jesus gets up 
from the table, takes a towel and a basin and redefines greatness. 
 
He had done it before when he took the little child beside him and said 
the least is the greatest.   
 
He had made it extremely clear after James and John had asked for the 
best seats and the other disciples found out about their request and were 
indignant,  Jesus called them together and said, “ You know that in this 
world kings are tyrants, and officials lord it over the people beneath 
them.  But among you it should be quite different.  Whoever wants to 
be leader among you must be your servant, and whoever wants to be 
first must become your slave.  For even I, the Son of Man, came here 
not to be served but to serve others, and to give my life as a ransom for 
many.” 
 
Now here at the end he sees the continued selfishness, that universal 
human shortcoming  that fuels every evil. They haven’t adopted a 
servant’s heart.  So one last ditch effort.  He moves around that circle 
of unique individuals as their servant washing their feet. 
 
And when the living drama, the demonstration teaching is complete he 
called them and by extension calls us:  “If I then, your Lord and 
Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s 
feet. For I have given you an example, that you also should do as I have 
done to you.” 
 
Within our subculture we might imagine that to participate in the feet 
washing  service would enable us to check off the box that we have 
joined in service.  But this is just an example it’s just an illustration of a 
concept that Jesus intends to infect and affect every moment of our 
lives. 
 
There is no doubt that we serve only because he first served us. Jesus 
came to give his life as a ransom for many. This is what he was talking 
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about when he asked them after washing their feet, “Do you understand 
what I have done.” 
 
I didn’t come to be served but to serve. 
 And because I served you, not because you are so gracious, not 
because you are so kind, or generous, or accepting, but because I served 
you serve one another.  
 
This week, this month I want to invite you to serve, to involve yourself 
in service, but I really want to challenge you to give up your rights, not 
choosing to serve, but choosing to be a servant. 
 
As a servant I want this month for you to serve a certain way, in secret. 
Foster writes: The flesh whines against service but screams against 
hidden service. 
 
Look for small ways to serve. We love the big deal that everyone 
notices but small gifts of service are less distracting and when no one 
knows it does extra work on us.   
 
Only you will know when you don’t share that story about a family 
member, friend, or coworker that would hurt their reputation. 
 
Show little courtesies that acknowledge that others exist and affirm 
their worth. 
 
Really listen to someone, set your agenda aside, and really listen. The 
person may have no awareness of this intense and disciplined service, 
but you can offer it. 
 
Maybe go back to the discipline of Meditation this month, not as it’s 
own thing, but as a means of quietly seeking to hear what one author 
calls the “Whispered promptings, and divine urgings.” Maybe it’s a 
card, a call, a prayer you will be prompted to share. 
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Many of you served one another in the washing of feet today.  A 
symbol of cleansing.  As God’s follower you’ve already been washed.  
We don’t need another baptism, but in that service to one another, we 
are reminded that confession, bringing the dirt that clings to us as we 
live in this world of sin, can be washed away and we can be renewed. 
 
In just a moment we will take into our physical bodies the bread and 
the wine that represent the body of Christ given for you, the blood of 
Christ shed for you.  
 
And as Jesus Christ came not to be served but to serve and to give his 
life as a ransom for many, he sends us into the world to do the same, to 
practice this great discipline of service. 
 
Today we don’t just want to talk about it theoretically but after you 
have partaken in the Lord’s Supper on the way back to your seat we 
have prepared a variety of suggestions for service that you might try 
this week. So please just pick one out and pray for God to open the 
opportunity to serve. 
 
Now as a Seventh-day Adventist Church we practice open communion 
and invite all followers of Jesus Christ, whatever their tradition or 
group with whom they worship to join us in this shared cup and loaf 
that binds us across all lines of division into one body of Christ. 
 
The body he has called to serve his world. 
 
Now let us pray.  Father, this cup this bread represents so much more 
than crushed grapes and fields of wheat.  Your Son Jesus infused them 
with meaning. The cup he called his shed blood.  And in his fast from 
the cup right now we are reminded that he is coming again when he 
will once again drink it with his children in his kingdom.  And this loaf 
represents his body and as we each share from the common loaf we are 
reminded that we are his body.  Bless these emblems and may their 
meaning sink deep into our lives this day.  Amen 
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Benediction 
Now Go into the world not to be served but to serve  
Now Go forth and give your life as a ransom for many. Amen. 
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The!towel!and!the!basin!are!the!icons!of!service.!!There!is!really!no!more!poignant!

moment!of!clarity!to!demonstrate!this!discipline!than!Jesus!actions!recorded!in!

John!13!when!no!disciple!is!willing!to!serve.!!Concerned!with!how!it!might!look!or!

what!others!might!think!they!sat!there!in!stubborn!stillness.!!Then!Jesus!takes!a!

towel!and!a!basin!and!washes!twenty!four!dirty!feet.!!When!he!finishes!serving!

them!he!says,!“Do!you!know!what!I!have!done!to!you?!You!call!me!Teacher!and!

Lord—and!you!are!right,!for!that!is!what!I!am.!So!if!I,!your!Lord!and!Teacher,!have!

washed!your!feet,!you!also!ought!to!wash!one!another’s!feet.!!For!I!have!set!you!an!

example,!that!you!also!should!do!as!I!have!done!to!you.”!

!

This!discipline!is!about!Jesus’!call!to!service.!!It!may!well!include!the!literal!washing!

of!feet!as!part!of!the!Lord’s!Supper,!but!that!is!only!the!tip!of!the!iceberg.!!We!are!

called,!in!the!practice!of!this!discipline,!to,!in!the!words!of!Dallas!Willard,!“engage!

our!goods!and!strength!in!the!active!promotion!of!the!good!of!others.”!

!

True%service%rests%content%in%hiddenness.%%It%does%not%fear%the%lights%and%blare%of%
attention,%but%it%does%not%seek%them%either.%Since%it%is%living%out%of%a%new%Center%of%
reference,%the%divine%nod%of%approval%is%completely%sufficient.%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Richard!Foster,!Celebration!of!Discipline,!p.!128!

!

! serv·ice  noun$�s!rv!s/ 
!
! :!contribution!to!the!welfare!of!others! !

:!the!act!of!serving!

!

This!discipline!can!go!a!long!way!in!protecting!us!from!imagining!that!success!is!

arriving!at!a!place!where!people!serve!us.!!When!James!and!John!!

were!essentially!asking!for!“high”!positions!in!the!coming!!

kingdom,!and!all!the!other!disciples!were!indignant!because!

they!too!wished!for!a!position!where!they!would!be!served,!!

Jesus!called!them!together!and!said,!“You$know$that$$
in$this$world$kings$are$tyrants,$and$officials$lord$it$over$$
the$people$beneath$them.$But$among$you$it$should$
$be$quite$different.$Whoever$wants$to$be$a$leader$among$
$
$
$



you$must$be$your$servant,$and$whoever$wants$to$be$first$must$become$your$slave.$$
For$even$I,$the$Son$of$Man,$came$here$not$to$be$served$but$to$serve$others,$and$to$
give$my$life$as$a$ransom$for$many.”$Matthew!!20:25S28!

!

!

“Selfishness%is%the%universal%human%shortcoming%that%fuels%every%evil.”%
! ! ! Nathan!Foster,!The!Making!of!an!Ordinary!Saint,!p.!122!

!

Self%Righteous.Service.Versus.True.Service.
!

Selfishness!is!so!subtle!that!it!can!even!insert!self!into!service.!!This!is!why!

Celebration!of!Discipline,!p.!128S129!,!includes!the!distinguishing!between!these!

two!kinds!of!service.!

!

• SelfSrighteous!service!comes!through!human!effort!while!true!service!comes!

from!a!relationship!with!the!divine,!deep!inside;!from!divine!urgings.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!is!impressed!with!the!“big!deal”!while!true!service!finds!

it!nearly!impossible!to!distinguish!the!small!from!the!large!service.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!requires!external!rewards.!True!service!rests!contented!

in!hiddenness.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!is!overly!concerned!with!results.!True!service!is!free!of!

the!need!to!calculate!results!

• SelfSrighteous!service!picks!and!chooses!whom!to!serve.!True!service!is!

indiscriminate!in!its!ministry!“servant!of!all”.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!is!affected!by!moods!and!whims.!!True!service!ministers!

simply!and!faithfully!because!there!is!a!need.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!is!insensitive!and!demands!the!opportunity!to!help.!True!

service!can!withhold!the!service!as!freely!as!perform!it!because!it!listens.!

• SelfSrighteous!service!fractures!community!because!it!centers!in!glorification!

of!the!individual.!True!service!builds!community.!

!

Some.Types.of.Service.With.Which.to.Experiment.(Service%a.way.of.living).
The%flesh%whines%against%service%but%screams%against%hidden%service.%Ibid.!p.!130!

1. Service!of!hiddennessSsecret!service!

2. Service!of!small!things!

3. Service!of!guarding!the!reputation!of!others!

4. Service!of!being!served!

5. Service!of!common!courtesySacknowledges!another!person’s!existence!

6. Service!of!hospitality!

7. Service!of!listening!

8. Service!of!bearing!the!burdens!of!each!other!

9. Service!of!sharing!the!word!of!Life!with!one!another!

 



Ideas.for.parents.to.assist.children.in.practicing.this.discipline.
.
The!most!profound!way!to!assist!children!is!by!modeling!the!practice!you!hope!will!

be!embedded!in!their!lives.!For!service!to!become!part!of!their!lifelong!habits!they!

will!continue!with!intrinsic!motivation!explain!to!them!the!purpose!of!serving,!train!

them!by!example,!participation,!and!coaching!so!they!are!clear!“how”!to!serve,!and!

then!trust!them!with!much!autonomy!to!develop!“their”!practice!of!serving.!

.
For.Younger.Kids:.

• Kids!love!to!help,!and!to!mimic!what!you!do,!so!choose!simple!ways!to!

serve!and!include!the!kids!in!all!phases!of!the!service!project.!

• Together!grow!flowers!or!food,!and!then!beyond!consuming!share!them!

in!service!to!others!is!a!great!long!term!project!

• Have!an!“inSservice”!to!understand!how!simple!family!chores!are!ways!we!

serve!one!another!in!the!family!and!are!courteous!to!one!another!

• Early!on!help!train!and!practice!how!to!receive!kindness!graciously!

For.Older.Kids:..

• When!people!provide!good!service!(maybe!at!your!favorite!restaurant)!

talk!about!what!that!looked!like!and!how!some!of!the!principles!could!be!

carried!into!other!places!in!life!and!teach!gracious!“tipping”!

• Read!a!story!!or!recommend!reading!about!people!who!served!others!

• Invite!the!kids!to!help!plan!a!family!experience!of!serving:!adopting!a!

grandparent,!helping!make!Christmas!good!for!a!family!having!hard!times,!

going!on!a!shortSterm!mission!trip.!

• Help!your!kids!develop!the!lifelong!habit!of!tithing!and!giving!financially!as!

a!part!of!the!way!we!serve!but!make!sure!there!are!hands!on!projects!so!

that!giving!is!part!of!serving!not!a!way!out!of!serving!

!

The%best%way%to%find%yourself%is%to%lose%yourself%in%the%service%of%others.%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Mahatma!Gandhi!

!

The!best!way!to!be!like!Jesus!is!to!seek!to!serve,!not!be!served,!and!to!give!up!our!

lives!in!the!service!of!others.!!!

!

“Whatever%you%did%for%one%of%the%least%of%these…%you%were%doing%for%me.”%%%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Jesus!Christ!

!

!

!

!



 
1. Share!how!you!have!been!experimenting!with!practicing!the!disciplines?!

!

2. Jesus!said!that!“pecking!orders”!are!not!part!of!his!kingdom.!!Chickens!will!

create!a!hierarchy!of!who!can!“peck”!whom.!!How!can!we!avoid!pecking!

orders?!

!

!

3. Nathan!Foster!says!that!“Selfishness!is!the!universal!human!shortcoming!

that!fuels!every!evil.”!How!can!service!help!manage!that!shortcoming?!

!

4. How!is!service!and!serving!people!the!path!to!humility?!

!

!

!

5. When!we!choose!to!serve!we!are!still!in!charge.!But!when!we!choose!to!

be!a!servant!we!give!up!the!right!to!be!in!charge.!What!do!you!find!most!

frightening!about!choosing!to!be!a!servant?!

!

!

!

6. What!are!your!gifts!and!talents,!and!how!can!they!be!used!to!serve!the!

world?!

!

!

!

7. What!act!of!secret!service!can!you!do!for!someone!TODAY?!!And!then!

how!can!you!serve!tomorrow,!and!the!next!day,!and!on!and!on?!

 


